Many genomes have been sequenced to high-quality draft status using Sanger capillary electrophoresis and/or newer shortread sequence data and whole genome assembly techniques. However, even the best draft genomes contain gaps and other imperfections due to limitations in the input data and the techniques used to build draft assemblies. Sequencing biases, repetitive genomic features, genomic polymorphism, and other complicating factors all come together to make some regions difficult or impossible to assemble. Traditionally, draft genomes were upgraded to ''phase 3 finished'' status using time-consuming and expensive Sanger-based manual finishing processes. For more facile assembly and automated finishing of draft genomes, we present here an automated approach to finishing using long-reads from the Pacific Biosciences RS (PacBio) platform. Our algorithm and associated software tool, PBJelly, (publicly available at https:// sourceforge.net/projects/pb-jelly/) automates the finishing process using long sequence reads in a reference-guided assembly process. PBJelly also provides ''lift-over'' co-ordinate tables to easily port existing annotations to the upgraded assembly. Using PBJelly and long PacBio reads, we upgraded the draft genome sequences of a simulated Drosophila melanogaster, the version 2 draft Drosophila pseudoobscura, an assembly of the Assemblathon 2.0 budgerigar dataset, and a preliminary assembly of the Sooty mangabey. With 246mapped coverage of PacBio long-reads, we addressed 99% of gaps and were able to close 69% and improve 12% of all gaps in D. pseudoobscura. With 46 mapped coverage of PacBio longreads we saw reads address 63% of gaps in our budgerigar assembly, of which 32% were closed and 63% improved. With 6.86 mapped coverage of mangabey PacBio long-reads we addressed 97% of gaps and closed 66% of addressed gaps and improved 19%. The accuracy of gap closure was validated by comparison to Sanger sequencing on gaps from the original D. pseudoobscura draft assembly and shown to be dependent on initial reference quality.
Introduction
Genome finishing has become a lost art due to the expense of oligonucleotide directed Sanger sequencing relative to the low cost-per-base of second generation sequencing technologies. The first generation of large eukaryotic model organism genome sequencing projects, such as Drosophila melanogaster [1] , Caenorhabditis elegans [2] , Arabidopsis thaliana [3] , human [4] , and mouse [5] , all relied on a mapped bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) approach. In the BAC approach, individual mapped BACs were shotgun sequenced, assembled, and manually finished before being pieced together creating the final, finished reference genome. Because of the prohibitive cost and labor required for BAC library creation, arraying, mapping, and preparation of subclone libraries from tens of thousands of BACs, these techniques fell out of favor. They were replaced by significantly less expensive and time-consuming whole genome assembly methods. Initially, assembly methods used relatively long (500-800 bp) shotgun Sanger reads with Overlap-Layout-Consensus assemblers [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Due to financial considerations, Sanger whole genome assemblies often used as few reads as possible, saving millions of dollars, but producing lower quality genomes using as little as 66 genome coverage, falling significantly short of the 10-156 required for high quality draft assemblies.
Second-generation genome assemblies have been based on shorter read, massively parallel sequencing technologies and De Bruijn graph assembly techniques [12] [13] [14] [15] Depending on the dataset quality, polymorphism, and repetitiveness of the target genome, both approaches generate draft genomes with contig N50 sizes ranging from 5 kb-200 kb. Assemblies with short contig N50 statistics suffer from having many gene models (the foundation of most biological research) with gaps, missing exons, genes split between scaffolds, or missing entirely. As an anecdotal example, consider the rhesus macaque -an important biomedical model organism with a large international research community. The current draft of the rhesus macaque genome contains sequence gaps in up to 20% of its gene models. Most other eukaryotic genomes larger than yeast are currently assembled only to draft genome quality and have similar problems of varying degree ( Table 1 ). The scale of the unfinished genome problem will be compounded by new initiatives to sequence 10,000 vertebrate genomes (http://www.genome10k.org/), 5,000 arthropod ge-nomes (http://arthropodgenomes.org/wiki/i5K) and 1,000 additional plant and animal genomes (http://ldl.genomics.org.cn/ page/pa-research.jsp.)
Historically, several approaches have been used to upgrade draft genome sequences in a cost effective and automated manner. Early on, cosmids and BACs were assembled from forward only reads, and subclones pointing into gaps were then selected for reverse sequencing to reduce primer design costs and enable easier automation [16] . As capillary electrophoresis techniques evolved, Sanger reads as long as 1 kb were used to aid gap closure in an approach similar to ours (LI-COR Biosciences Lincoln NE). With the advent of massively-parallel short read technologies, paired reads of multiple insert sizes have been used to ''reach'' into gaps from unique contig sequences -for example Atlas-GapFill and the SOAP-denovo gap filler both use this approach.
It is important to note the distinctions between genome upgrading & finishing, and simple re-assembly. While better assembly algorithms may allow incremental improvements in reassembling a given data set, the resulting contigs and scaffolds will have no relationship to previous assembly versions, thus losing existing annotations. In contrast, genome upgrading fills gaps and upgrades low quality regions, preserving most of the assembled sequence and annotations. To fully exploit the improved assembly, annotations must be re-evaluated in regions with improved sequence and newly closed gaps, but this is unnecessary in the majority of the assembly.
The Pacific Biosciences RS (PacBio) is the first sequencing technology to offer very long read lengths (average read lengths are 2-3 kb and .7 kb reads are not uncommon) without GC-bias or systematic errors, though it suffers the shortcomings of modest throughput and low accuracy (,15% error rate skewed toward insertions). Despite these issues, extremely long and unbiased reads are uniquely suited for upgrading genomes. We developed a software tool (PBJelly) that uses PacBio reads to close gaps and preserve annotations. We applied PBJelly to four draft genome assemblies (one from simulated data), creating improved versions of these genomes and ''lift-over'' tables for annotation preservation.
Results

Design and Implementation of PBJelly
PBJelly is an automated pipeline for gap filling and genome improvement that aligns long sequence reads to draft assembles in order to close or improve captured gaps. PBJelly is currently applicable to PacBio RS reads, but it can be generalized to apply to any long-reads. PBJelly was designed and implemented with the goals of making genome upgrades automatic, fast, accurate, and reproducible. PBJelly trusts the input draft genome to be accurate and functions to improve what is already known about the genome, modifying the existing draft as little as possible by focusing on gaps and regions with missing and/or low-quality data. Furthermore, PBJelly verbosely logs all improvements to the draft genome, which enables identification and rejection of questionable gap fills, and production of an annotation coordinates lift-over table. Finally, PBJelly can be run on any cluster (we use Moab/Torque/PBS) parallelizing the gap filling process for rapid turn around. Figure 1a diagrams the PBJelly workflow. PBJelly begins with a ''Setup'' process that imports scaffold sequences from a reference genome and automatically identifies gaps. Any stretch of 25 or more N's within a scaffold defines a gap. Low-quality regions consist of consecutive N's shorter than 25 bp in length.
After setup, PBJelly maps the long-reads to the reference using BLASR (Basic Local Alignment and Serial Refinement) [17] , which was specifically designed with the PacBio data error model in mind, though BLASR can align, reads in fasta format from any sequencing technology. The BLASR alignment information is parsed by the support procedure and serves dual purposes, identifying sequence adapters and reads that address gaps.
A side effect of sequencing double-stranded DNA templates [18] with a high error-rate is that occasionally the hairpin adapters on the ends of the template are not properly identified and removed. Retaining an adapter creates a single read with a particular mapping geometry composed of two subreads that overlap on opposite strands. We have seen this occur in approximately 1% of PacBio reads. PBJelly can identify these reads by looking at the multi-mapping information. A single read with multiple overlapping alignments to the reference that have similar start and/or end positions on opposite strands is indicative of a missed adapter. PBJelly uses these coordinates to split a read into the two separate subreads flanking the adapter. The second function of the support procedure is to determine which reads address gaps by comparing aligned and un-aligned base positions within each read. In the simplest case, a single read will span a gap with an alignment to both the right and left flanking sequences (Figure 1b) . PBJelly considers the alignment score of the entire gap-spanning read, though longer gaps with many Ns may lower the alignment score below the acceptable threshold since the alignment penalizes regions with missing data. To identify all possible gap supporting reads, PBJelly parses multimapping information where read alignment to each side of the gap is scored as a separate alignment. Given a 15% error rate, PBJelly requires ,200 bp of sequence aligned to the contig ends flanking a gap, and at least 25 bp of un-aligned sequence mapping into the gap for a sequence read to be used for gap assembly.
In cases where the gap is too large for a single read to span PBJelly identifies reads reaching into the gap by aligning to and extending the gap's flanking contig sequences. A read must satisfy two criteria to be considered a candidate for gap support in this way: (1) the read alignment to the flanking sequence must match to within 25 bp of the start of the gap and (2) the read must have a minimum of 25 un-aligned bases that reach into the gap. This flank-extension approach allows gaps that don't have a single, spanning read to still be closed if the reads extending the flanking contigs are long enough to overlap and assemble into a single contig ( Figure 1b) . If the gap is too large for flank-extension reads to assemble across the gap, PBJelly incorporates the flankextension reads and reduces the size of the gap.
After the gap-supporting sequence reads are identified, PBJelly assembles the reads for each gap to generate a high quality gapfilling consensus sequence. The assembly process is illustrated in Figure 1c . Each local gap assembly is fed the raw sequence of reads supporting a particular gap as well as information about the predicted gap size. Additionally, 1 kb of reference sequence from the flanking contigs are treated as reads and consolidated with the gap-supporting input reads. All this is collected by PBJelly and assembled using the Pacific Biosciences de novo assembly engine, ALLORA (Pacific Biosciences Menlo Park, CA). This overlaplayout-consensus (OLC) assembly engine is based on the AMOS open source suite [19] .
The contigs produced that are composed of at least one of the flanking contig sub-sequences are then identified as seed contigs. By treating these sub-sequences as input reads for the OLC Assembly we provide a guide for the gap supporting reads' overlap and layout. PBJelly then re-maps and scores the seed contigs and decides if the new local assembly accurately fills the gap. PBJelly currently has two main criteria for measuring the accuracy of a local assembly. The first metric checks if the assembly supports the gap in the same fashion as was discovered in the support step. For example, if reads were identified to span the gap, an accurate assembly would also span the gap. The second metric compares the amount of sequence placed into the gap with the predicted size of the gap. For example, if a contig is built that closes a gap but would place several times more sequence into the gap than the gap's predicted size, PBJelly tries to find another assembly of the input reads that would fill the gap with a contig similar in length to the predicted gap size.
When an accurate assembly is found, PBJelly reports the gapfilling sequence. If a putative gap-filling seed contig produced in one iteration does not meet the accuracy criteria for gap filling, PBJelly chooses among a set of operations that modify the batch of sequences produced before passing them to the next iteration of the OLC Assembly. The operations include (1) removing degenerate contigs (i.e. 'excess' contigs that do not have an identifiable overlap with at least one of the original flanking contigs), (2) retrieving and adding singleton contigs that were not reported by the assembly and were generated from the reference gap-flanking sequence (usually due to other reads having a stronger overlap/layout connection to one 'seed contig' than the other), (3) using relaxed overlap parameters and re-assembling the input sequences. If all of these operations are exhausted and an appropriate gap assembly has yet to be found, PBJelly returns to a previous assembly iteration and modifies its produced contigs with the next available operation. This iterative approach, along with a proper assessment technique of how well a particular assembly fills a gap, employs a backtracking algorithm to find an optimal solution (Figure 1c) . Finally, consensus gap filling sequences are simply spliced into the gap position in the draft assembly, replacing all N's if the gap is closed and leaving the appropriate number of N's if the gap is only reduced.
Applying PBJelly to Draft Genomes
Four datasets were used to assess the utility of PBJelly and PacBio long-reads in automatically finishing existing draft genomes. The first dataset was 186 mapped-coverage PacBio data simulated from the finished Drosophila melanogaster (Dmel) at an error-rate similar to that produced by the PacBio RS (average read accuracy of 85% and an error profile of 2% mismatches, 4% deletions, and 9% insertions.) We then 'degraded' the quality of the Dmel reference by randomly inserting gaps of various lengths. The second dataset was 246 mapped-coverage of Drosophila pseudoobscura (Dpse) sequence generated on the PacBio instrument for the Dpse 2.0 assembly. The Dpse DNA used for library construction was the same extraction used for the original draft genome sequencing [20] . We participated in the Assemblathon 2.0, (http://assemblathon.org/) which provided PacBio and other sequence data for the Melopsittacus undulates (Mund) genome project. We generated and submitted a PacBio free assembly for the competition, which is also used here for improvement. Finally, we also worked to improve a preliminary assembly of the sooty mangabey Cercocebus atys (Caty) by incorporating 6.86 mappedcoverage of PacBio data. All data sets are described in Figure 2 . The Dpse and Caty data sets were filtered for minimum quality of 0.75 and minimum read length of 50 bp using PacBio SMRTAnalysis software. The Dmel and Mund data sets were provided only as subreads (i.e. no SMRTBell adapters). Our PBJelly software (described below) implements read alignment, filtering, gap sequence assembly, and gap filling to improve existing assemblies. A gap is considered closed when it's neighboring contigs are connected by constructed sequence. A gap is improved by extending the neighboring contigs into the gap, although the entire gap sequence remains unresolved. Figure 3 describes the gaps before and after applying our method. The Dmel simulated draft had 4,651 gaps covering 3.19 Mb randomly and artificially inserted into it. Performing gap filling with 186mapped coverage of simulated PacBio reads, we closed 93.25% of the gaps and improved another 2.8%. The Dpse 2.0 assembly had 6,026 gaps covering 6.67 Mb. After gap filling, 69% of the gaps were closed and 11.58% were improved, the total gap size was reduced by 54.1%, the contig N50 increased from 53 kb to 224 kb, and the total contig size increased by 3 Mb (1.96% of the genome). Our Mund assembly had 49,376 gaps spanning 155 Mb. After gap filling with 4.246 mapped coverage, 20.16% of the gaps were closed, 39.72% of the gaps were improved, the total gap size was reduced by 20.3 Mb (13%), the total contig size increased by 20 Mb, and the contig N50 increased from 134 kb to 233 kb. For our preliminary Caty assembly, with 6.86 mapped-coverage, we closed 64.18% of gaps and improved 18.95%. This increased the contig N50 from 35 kb to 128 kb. Table 2 lists the complete statistics for the assemblies before and after PBJelly's improvements. For clarity in our reports, only one interation of PBJelly was applied to the datasets.
To facilitate the transfer of annotations from previous assemblies to the PBJelly gap filled assemblies, lift-over tables with coordinate shifts and descriptions of the changes made to the original assembly are generated alongside the upgraded reference.
Validation of gap-closing sequences
To assemble the most accurate gap consensus sequence possible from low accuracy PacBio reads we used all available gapsupporting reads. The raw percent similarity between the PacBio reads and the Dpse reference is an average of 81%. To assess the accuracy of our approach, we generated Sanger sequence reads for 96 gaps and compared the results to gap sequences created by PBJelly. In 45 cases reads were generated that spanned the entire original gap (Table 3 ). Comparing the PBJelly filling sequence with the Sanger validation sequence, the mean percent similarity is 91.7% and median percent similarity 93.7%. Since PBJelly trusts the draft genome's accuracy, we also compared the Sanger validation data with gap flanking sequence in the initial draft genome reference. This showed that the starting draft genome reference had an average of 95.9% similarity to the Sanger reads and a median 99% similarity in gap flanking regions (Figure 4a) . This low quality sequence likely contributed to gap formation in the assembly. The mean percent similarity of the PBJelly gap filling sequence to the Sanger sequence was 94% in all gaps where the existing reference was better than 95% similar, but only 82% similar on average in gaps less than 95% similar to the reference.
Six negative gaps were Sanger validated. Negative gaps are adjacent sequence contigs that should overlap based upon estimated mate-pair distance, but do not overlap based upon the contig sequence. When comparing the number of bases trimmed from the neighboring contig sequences in PBJelly with the Sanger sequence, in all but one case PBJelly trimmed the correct bases from the neighboring contigs .
Additionally, analysis of PBJelly gap-filling sequence with the simulated Dmel data shows the current optimal consensus quality. Here, PBJelly-generated filling sequences had an average of 97% identity with the original reference (Figure 4b ).
Performance of PBJelly
The mapping, support, and assembly steps in PBJelly's workflow are embarrassingly parallel problems. That is to say, mapping and support of any given read, as well as assembling a gap, is an independent process for all reads or gaps respectively. Therefore, the total time PBJelly takes to upgrade an assembly is proportional to the amount of resources available to a user and the number of partitions (or jobs) one can create. The typical rate at which BLASR maps reads given 8 processors per jobs is around 300 reads/second. The support processes is single threaded and handles approximately 12500 reads/second. The slowest step is assembly, where given 4 processors for a job it takes roughly 117 seconds to assemble 186 read-coverage per gap. This means to assemble 6000 gaps sequentially (i.e. without splitting into multiple jobs) it would take just over 8 days. But, splitting the task across 10 jobs reduces the assembly time to less than a day.
Availability
All of the code described here is available via Sourceforge at https://sourceforge.net/projects/pb-jelly/. The updated Drosophila pseduoobscura (Dpse_3.0) assembly has been deposited at genbank with accession number AADE00000000 and BioProject ID PRJNA10626.
Discussion
We have presented a new tool for upgrading draft genome assemblies based on newly available long read sequence. This complements our tools Atlas-GapFill (https://www.hgsc.bcm.edu/ content/bcm-hgsc-software) and Atlas-Link (https://www.hgsc. bcm.edu/content/bcm-hgsc-software), which make use of high coverage, paired end Illumina data of different insert sizes to perform a similar task. This method is widely applicable to many important draft genome references currently being used by thousands of research groups. It also allows annotations to be transferred from existing draft genome assemblies, thus greatly minimizing the additional manual curation efforts associated with new assembly versions. We expect sequences upgraded by this method will enable annotation improvements in gap-associated regions.
Currently, using only PacBio long-reads for de novo assembly on large genomes has not been shown to be practical due to the high (approximately 15%) error rate. Other groups have proposed correcting these reads by alignment to high quality read data [21] to enable de novo assembly. While these alignments are hampered in repeat regions, the approach will likely be useful in assemblies with polymorphic input data; Both of which are major causes of gaps in de novo genome assemblies. However, within genome contigs assembled using only current assembly tools and shortreads, base accuracy is usually high, such that PacBio reads in these overlapping regions do not contribute to sequence accuracy.
In contrast to these approaches, we align the unassembled PacBio long-reads to an existing assembly of short reads or a previous draft reference genome. Using assembled sequences has the advantage of much longer alignment lengths and thus more accurate alignments. The exceptional read length can extend into and through gaps in the original assembly, the regions most in need of attention. Both approaches are compromises to deal with the low quality of the PacBio reads in order to take advantage of their length. In the future, we hope high quality long-reads will obviate the need for either approach.
We were unable to close all of the gaps in our draft genomes. For the Mund assembly this was primarily due to the lower sequence coverage leaving many gaps without addressing reads. In general however we had sufficient coverage to address the vast majority of gaps, and in fact addressed 99% and 97% of gaps for Dpse and Caty respectively. However, there are multiple reasons why we might not close every gap. For the Dpse data the maximum gap length we expect to close is ,2 kb with a single PBJelly iteration given an average read length of 1,228 bp and accounting for ,200 bp to identify an alignment and an overlap of ,150 bp between sequences extending contigs neighboring a gap. Of the 5,330 gaps below this maximum, only 4,006 (75%) of these gaps were closed. For the remaining 1,324 gaps PBJelly was able to improve 254 (19%) of the gaps, 56 gaps (4%) were unaddressed by reads, and PBJelly failed to create an assembly in 79 (6%) of these expected-to-close gaps. The last 935 (70.6%) gaps we attempted to close were flagged as being 'overfilled'.
Overfilled gaps occur when the sequences that extend either contig neighboring a gap do not have identifiable overlap, but the sum of the new sequence lengths reaching into the gap is greater than the predicted gap size. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the number of bases placed in a gap region in comparison to the predicted gap size for closed and overfilled gaps. To prevent gaps with under-estimated predicted gap sizes from being flagged as overfilled, we designed a threshold for number of bases placed into a gap before being flagged. This threshold is calculated by building a distribution from the predicted gap-size subtracted from amount of sequence placed into closed gaps, and setting our threshold at the distribution's mean plus one standard-deviation.
Dpse had a total of 1007 overfilled gaps. 444 (44%) were due to scaffolding errors in which the region was originally labeled as a negative gap, meaning the scaffold was incorrectly joined and should have been split. However, the remaining 563 (56%) overfilled gaps are unexplained and are suspected to be problems with the existing assembly such as inversions, under-predicted gap sizes, and pure assembly mistakes. To reduce the prevalence of this problem, increased scaffolding accuracy will need to be achieved by using more accurate scaffolding software and a higher quality/ quantity of mate pair sequence information. The Mund and Caty drafts were assembled with more recently developed software than Dpse and consequently have better scaffolding and fewer negative gaps. This is also measured in the proportion of addressed gaps that were overfilled. The Mund draft had 7% overfilled gaps and the Caty draft had only 8.8%. In comparison, the PBJelly flagged 16.7% of all Dpse gaps as overfilled.
Looking forward, even longer, higher quality reads are promised by both Pacific Biosystems (Carlsbad CA) and Oxford Nanopore (Oxford UK). PBJelly requires only fasta format sequences for input, and will be able to immediately utilize such data, making this approach more powerful. Moreover, it is possible for even longer, higher quality reads to improve de novo assemblies to such an extent as to make this upgrade technique obsolete in favor of replacement assemblies. Until that happens, PBJelly with current long read data provides real improvements to highly used reference sequences with little additional annotation work for the model-organism communities that rely on them.
Future Directions
We plan a number of improvements for future versions of PBJelly. (1) The assembly techniques can be improved by incorporating the sequence similarity to flanking contigs to adjust the predicted error rate. This will help the make-consensus step in AMOS. PBJelly assumes a 15% error rate for each iteration of assembly, although assembled contig error rates are lower than the error rates for the initial reads. (2) Discovering and implementing better assessment metrics for deciding the fitness of contigs created from the set of supporting reads for a gap. (3) Another goal is to extend PBJelly's capability from filling captured gaps to improving scaffolding by uniting unanchored contigs into scaffolds. (4) Currently, contig-end trimming around negative gaps relies on continuous alignments to the gap adjacent sequences, but alignments from the fast aligner BLASR often contain mismatches within the negative gap. Using local realignment would reduce mismatches and improve the repairs of these negative gaps. (5) Finally, improvements are planned to make use of much longer sequence reads (,100 kb reads are possible from nanopore sequencing technologies) such as incorporating other alignment programs for the mapping stage.
In addition to continuing support and development of PBJelly, we will explore the characteristics of overfilled gaps. While overfilled gaps are the result of errors in the original assembly process, we are interested in understanding why these problems exist. Furthermore, how can we use long-read technologies to correct these errors and produce even higher-quality genomes?
Materials and Methods
Ethics Statement
This study did not require any procedures to be performed on live animals. All DNA samples used were obtained from existing stocks held as frozen aliquots from prior studies. Consequently, no live animals were used and no animal welfare issues are relevant.
Dpse DNA isolation DNA was isolated for the original genome sequencing of Dpse (14) ,3 mg of this DNA was stored in TE at 220uC for approximately 8 years before library construction for PacBio sequencing. This avoided issues of polymorphism between different Dpse strains, but more recent DNA isolations have generated longer PacBio reads, we presume due to the absence of single stranded breaks generated during storage.
PacBio Library construction and DNA sequencing
Genomic DNA was sheared to 8 kb using an ultrasonicator (Covaris Inc, Woburn, MA) and was converted into the proprietary SMRTbell TM library format using RS DNA Template Preparation Kit (Pacific Biosciences, Melon Park, CA). Briefly, sheared DNA was end repaired, and hairpin adapters were ligated using T4 DNA ligase. Incompletely formed SMRTbell templates were degraded with a combination of Exonuclease III and Exonuclease VII. The resulting DNA templates were purified using SPRI magnetic beads (AMPure, Agencourt Bioscience, Beverly, MA) and annealed to a two-fold molar excess of a sequencing primer that specifically bound to the single-stranded loop region of the hairpin adapters.
SMRTbell templates were subjected to standard SMRT sequencing using an engineered phi29 DNA polymerase on the PacBio RS system according to manufacturer's protocol. The PacBio RS system continuously monitors zero-mode waveguides (ZMWs) in sets of 75000 at a time. Within each ZMW a single DNA polymerase molecule is attached to the bottom surface such that it permanently resides within the detection volume where it can be watched as it performs sequencing by synthesis. Within each chamber, Phospholinked nucleotides, each type labeled with a different colored fluorophore, are then introduced into the reaction solution at high concentrations that promote enzyme speed, accuracy, and processivity. Pulse calling, utilized a threshold algorithm on the dye weighted intensities of fluorescence emissions, and read alignments, achieved using a Smith-Waterman algorithm. Reads were filtered after alignment to remove low quality sequences derived from doubly-loaded ZMWs. 
